Welcome to the Advanced Placement (AP) Exams. The following information will explain the AP process:

1. AP exams do not provide course credit for passing the related test but rather allow students the option to replace the course with an elective in the same discipline. So, it is not like “clepping out” of a course. For example, if a student passes Systematic Theology 1, then the student would be able to replace Systematic 1 with a Systematic Theology elective. The only two exceptions to #1 are Elementary Greek and Hebrew. By passing either of those tests, students may enter directly into Syntax & Exegesis without having to replace the hours for the course.

2. AP information sheet: You must clearly fill out the top half of the AP information sheet prior to taking your test. Turn this info sheet into the proctor when you turn in your completed test.

3. Taking AP exams:
   - You are not allowed any aides when taking your AP test, except for Systematic I or II, for which you are allowed an unmarked, plain text Bible for the exam.
   - For essay exams, follow the instructions given on your particular test. You must write your exam on additional paper provided.
   - For NT exams: Those taking NT 1 will answer questions 1-20; those taking NT 2 will answer questions 21-40.
   - For OT exams: Those taking OT 1 will answer questions 1-15; those taking OT 2 will answer questions 16-30.
   - Tests must be completed in the allotted time for that testing session. You will not be able to receive extra time or continue the exam at a later testing session.

4. AP exam results:
   - Multiple choice exams will be graded and available shortly after you take the exam. All other exams will be available as soon as possible. AP exams are graded by professors in that discipline, therefore, some tests, especially essay exams, may take several days to grade.
   - Exam results may be picked up in the Center for Student Success offices when they are ready. You will need your Student ID to pick up your info sheet with the results. In addition, you will be e-mailed your results once they are received.

5. Questions: If you have any questions about AP exams, please email our office at academicadvising@sbts.edu. Please do not e-mail us to ask when your exam will be graded. You will be contacted via e-mail as soon as your exam results are available.

6. Allotted time for exams:
   - Church History I- 60 minutes
   - Church History 2- 60 minutes
   - Systematic I- 40 minutes
   - Systematic II- 40 minutes
   - Systematic III- 40 minutes
   - Elementary Greek- 75 minutes
   - Greek Syntax & Exegesis- 75 minutes
   - Elementary Hebrew- 75 minutes
   - Hebrew Syntax & Exegesis- 75 minutes
   - New Testament I- 30 minutes
   - New Testament II- 30 minutes
   - Old Testament I- 30 minutes
   - Old Testament II- 30 minutes
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